INTRODUCTION
Widespread use of mammography has radically shifted the distribution of breast cancer stages at diagnosis by increasing the proportion of early-stage cancers (1, 2) . Although the majority of these apparently early-stage cancers will be cured by surgery and loco-regional radiation, a substantial portion (up to one-third) of node-negative cancers will eventually recur and metastasize (3) , and this aggressive subset of tumors requires additional treatment with adjuvant chemotherapy at the time of diagnosis. Because chemotherapy is associated with substantial side effects (4) (5) (6) (7) , new markers are urgently needed to identify patients who 1 These authors contributed equally to this work. 2 Address for correspondence: 1100 Fairview Ave N, PO Box 19024, Mail Stop LE-360, Seattle, WA 98109; e-mail: apaulovi@fhcrc.org.
are at low risk for progression so that the subset of patients who will not relapse can be spared the toxicity of adjuvant chemotherapy and/or endocrine therapy (8) (9) (10) . Conversely, identification of women at high risk of recurrence is critical to provide appropriate treatment that may prevent or delay recurrence and death.
There has been a rapid increase in efforts to phenotype breast tumors molecularly on the basis of gene expression patterns to predict outcome (11) . The majority of studies have focused on the identification of prognostic signatures by hierarchical clustering using gene expression data from tumor tissue specimens. This approach has been fruitful. Specifically for breast cancer, no less than eight different expression signatures have been proposed for predicting clinical outcome [reviewed in ref. (12) ]. The first major signature identified, the ''70 gene expression profile'', demonstrated significant capability for identifying tumors at low and high risk of distant recurrence in several studies (13) (14) (15) . A second profile, the ''21 gene'' RT-PCR assay, developed for recurrence risk classification in lymph nodenegative ER ϩ patients (16) , was also shown to be a significant predictor of disease outcome (17, 18) . Both of these gene signatures are now being assessed in prospective clinical trials for their impact on outcome when used in treatment assignment (19, 20) . More recently, a gene expression grade index (GGI) has shown promise in discriminating prognosis in grade 2 tumors (21, 22) . Other signatures that are associated with prognosis have been described, each offering a slight variation in terms of either signature derivation, targeted subgroup, or outcome of interest (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) .
Although hierarchical clustering of tumor array data has been fruitful, we appear to have reached the limit of prognostic information that can be gleaned from this approach. In a 2006 analysis, Fan et al. (30) showed that despite minimal overlap between cancer outcome signatures, each yielded similar prognostic capabilities (31) . In a more recent 2007 opinion piece, Sotiriou et al. (12) suggest that despite low overlap, all signatures are essentially detecting the same property: the high potential for proliferation in poor-outcome tumors.
Because all signatures are converging on the proliferation cluster, we need to explore alternative approaches for iden-tifying additional molecular properties of tumors that can, when combined with the proliferation gene signature, expand our prognostic capabilities. Chang et al. (32) identified features in the transcriptional response of normal fibroblasts to serum (the ''wound-response signature''), which links wound healing and cancer progression in a variety of common epithelial tumors, including breast cancer. To avoid rediscovery of the well-characterized proliferation gene cluster, the authors specifically excluded all genes known to be involved in proliferation. In a subsequent study of a series of 295 early breast cancer patients, they showed that both overall survival and distant metastasisfree survival are markedly diminished in patients whose tumors express this signature compared to tumors that did not express the signature (33) . Of note, the signature improved risk stratification independently of known clinicopathological risk factors and previously established prognostic signatures (33) . This study represents a novel approach to identifying prediction signatures by leveraging known biology underlying tumorigenic progression; in this study we describe a similar approach, focused not on the wound response but rather on the cellular response to ionizing radiation.
Recently, it has been shown that the DNA damage response (DDR) pathway is constitutively activated in earlystage breast cancers but not in normal epithelium (34, 35) . This observation has led to a model for tumorigenesis wherein activation of oncogenes promotes deregulated cell division, leading to replication stress, the formation of DNA double-strand breaks (by replication fork breakage) (36) , and consequent activation of the ATM/ATR-dependent DDR (37) . Notably, this activation is associated with the induction of oncogene-induced senescence, which is dependent on the DDR sensor kinase ATM (38, 39) . As such, activation of the DDR may act as a first-line defense to halt tumor progression, and further mutations (p53, for example) may allow tumors to evade this mechanism and progress to acquire increasingly more malignant properties. Consistent with this hypothesis, both the proliferative propensities of tumors (12) and their p53 status (31, 40) are prognostic markers in breast cancer. Based on the observation that the DDR is constitutively activated in earlystage lesions but is inactivated in late-stage tumors (34), we hypothesized that the transcriptional correlate of an activated DDR might have prognostic capability in breast cancers.
In this study, we performed whole genome transcriptional analysis to identify radiation-responsive genes in human lymphoblast cell lines derived from 12 individuals. Our results extend the current literature by reporting a number of transcripts not previously implicated as being radiation-responsive. Using this radiation-responsive gene set as bait for Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (41), we identified a number of significant connections to human cancer. We demonstrate that our radiation-responsive signature serves as an effective predictor of survival outcome in two independent breast cancer data sets. We compare the radiationresponse signature to previously developed outcome signatures and show similar prognostic capability, despite varying degrees of gene/gene overlap. Like the wound-response signature, the radiation-response signature is an effective tumor outcome classifier derived from a biological hypothesis based on known tumor physiology (e.g. abnormal checkpoint function and chromosomal instability).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Lines and Growth Conditions
The human lymphoblast (LBL) cells used in this study were obtained either from the Coriell Cell Repository [http://ccr.coriell.org/ (GM10832, GM10833, GM10835, GM6990, GM7057, GM13113, GM10860, GM10834, GM10861)] or were kindly provided by Dr. Daniel Haber and Daphne Bell at the M.G.H. Charlestown Navy Yard (NML37, NML47, NML50).
Fresh aliquots of cells were thawed and grown in RPMI 1640 medium containing 15% FBS (Sigma, heat-inactivated), 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 g/ml streptomycin in a humidified incubator at 37ЊC in 95% air/ 5% CO 2 . Cells were fed by addition of fresh, prewarmed medium two or three times per week as required to maintain the density at 2-7 ϫ 10 5 cells/ml until there were sufficient quantities of cells for the experiment (10-14 days). At this point, 2 ϫ 10 7 cells were harvested by centrifugation and resuspended in 30 ml of fresh medium. Resuspended cells were then divided into three 10-ml aliquots in T-25 Falcon tissue culture flasks and returned to the incubator, where they were allowed to return to baseline after this manipulation; specifically, the cultures were placed on the same shelf within the incubator, and the incubator door was not opened until the cells were irradiated 36-40 h later.
Cell Irradiation
After the 36-40-h recovery period described above, all cultures were removed en masse from the incubator and transported on a cart to the Gammacell 40 source. One aliquot of each culture was mock-irradiated and a second aliquot was exposed to 5.0 Gy using a 137 Cs Gammacell source operating at a dose rate of 96.1 cGy/min. After exposure or mock exposure, all cultures were then returned to the incubator for 5 h, after which they were harvested by centrifugation. The cell cycle distribution (assessed by flow cytometry) of the lymphoblasts was not significantly altered during the relatively short response period after irradiation (data not shown).
RNA Isolation, Hybridization, Washing and Scanning of Affymetrix U133A and U133B Chips
Total RNA was extracted using a standard Trizol (Gibco BRL) extraction (42, 43) . RNA samples were quantified by absorbance at 260 nm, and purity was assessed by determining ratios of A260/A280. For first-strand cDNA synthesis, 1 ml 100 pmol/ml T7-(T)24 primer [Genosys; GGCCA GTGAATTGTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGGCGG-(T)24] was hybridized to 15 mg total RNA (65ЊC for 10 min, then transferred to ice) and subsequently incubated with 400 U Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Gibco BRL) in 1ϫ buffer for 1 h at 42ЊC. Second-strand cDNA synthesis was carried out using 40 U DNA polymerase I (Gibco BRL), 10 U DNA ligase (Gibco BRL), 2 U RNase H (Gibco BRL), and 0.23 mM dNTPs (Gibco BRL) in 1ϫ buffer at 16ЊC for 2 h. The resultant double-stranded cDNA was cleaned up by phenol extraction (PLG PhaseLock Gel tubes, 5Ј-3Ј) and ethanol precipitation. In vitro transcription was carried out according to the manufacturer's recommendations (Ambion T7 MegaScript Kit) in the presence of Bio-11-CTP and Bio- 16 Tween 20) , and the remaining biotin-labeled target was then stained with a streptavidin R-phycoerythrin (Molecular Probes). The signal was then amplified with a biotinylated anti-streptavidin antibody (goat; Vector Laboratories), followed by a second staining with the streptavidin-conjugated fluorescent stain prior to scanning; 1ϫ stain buffer contained 100 mM MES, 1 M [Na ϩ ], 0.05% Tween 20, and 0.005% Antifoam. Arrays were scanned using a Hewlett Packard (HP) scanner using MAS5 software (www.affymetrix.com), and the final data set was normalized using RMA (quantile norm, default settings) (44) . Normalized data are provided in the Supplementary Information.
Microarray Data Analysis
To search for genes differentially expressed between the irradiated group and unirradiated group, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was calculated for each of the 44,760 probe sets as follows:
where 0,i and 0,i are the mean and standard deviation of the ith probe set of the irradiated experimental group and 1,i and 1,i are the mean and standard deviation of the unirradiated grouping. (i ranges from 0 to 44759). The data set was permutated 5000 times to generate a null distribution from which the q-value statistic was derived to control the false discovery rate (FDR) (45, 46) .
Pathway Enrichment Analysis Using GSEA
Pathway analysis using GSEA (41) was done in two different ways. First, a priori defined gene sets were tested against the radiation response for discrimination between the irradiated and unirradiated states. Gene sets were compiled from gene ontologies (47) . Ontologies were separated at top-level categories (Biological Process, Cellular Component and Molecular Function), and gene sets were created by iteration over all subcategories and placing all genes common to a subcategory in a gene set representing that subcategory. Gene sets containing Ͻ25 or Ͼ500 genes were excluded from the analysis. The Gene Sets used in this analysis are provided in a zip file as Supplementary Information. Other parameters used as input for the GSEA program were as follows: The algorithm was Signal2Noise, the normalization method was meandiv, permutations were done by phenotype, the scoring scheme was weighted, and 1000 permutations were used for each analysis.
Curation of Expression Data Sets from the Literature
The NKI expression data set and patients' clinical information (14) were downloaded from the Stanford University public repository (http://microarray-pubs.stanford.edu/woundNKI/explore.html). There are 244 arrays in total with 24,136 clones on each array. Global normalization was performed [center mean to 0 and scale MAD (median absolute deviation) to 1]. A second expression data set described by Loi et. al. (21) was downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus database (http:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?accϭGSE6532, ''LUMINAL. Rdata''). There are 277 arrays (from patients who received adjuvant tamoxifen treatment) with 44,928 clones on each array. The data set representing irradiated mammary tumor epithelial cells was extracted from a larger data set published by Amundson et al. (48) , and the raw measurements were quantile normalized (R package ''DNAMR'').
Analysis of Expression Signatures in Curated Expression Data Sets
Statistical analysis was conducted using the open source program R (http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/R/CRAN/). For hierarchical clustering, each gene was standardized to mean ϭ 0 and MAD ϭ 1. Euclidean distance was used with complete linkage in the R function hclust to derive hierarchical clustering. For survival analysis, R package survival was used to plot Kaplan-Meier survival curves. Log-rank tests were performed for comparing Kaplan-Meier curves of two different groups. The RI (or RR) signature of a sample was defined as the projection of measurements of the RI (or RR) genes on the first principal component direction of the RI (or RR) gene set across all the samples. These RI (or RR) signatures were then used in various Cox proportional hazard models fitted with the R function coxph. Fisher's exact test was performed using the R function fisher.test. To identify genes serving as the key drivers of the clustering, we used the two-sided t statistic to test whether each gene was expressed differently between the two clusters. We then accounted for multiple hypothesis testing by deriving the q values (R packages testp and qvalue) and controlling the FDR.
In the classification analysis, patients were first separated into two groups: the poor clinical outcome group (deceased within 10 years of follow-up) and the good clinical outcome group. Then, for each gene signature, the leave-one-out cross validation was performed as follows:
(1) For a selected test sample, we treated the rest of the data as the training set. (2) We calculated the mean expression level for the training samples in the good-and bad-survival groups and computed the distance between the expression level of the test sample and the centroids of the good-and poor-survival groups:
where X* ϭ { is the expression of the test sample; p is the total x*} i i number of genes in this gene list;
is the centroid of class k (ϭ 1 or {x } ik i 0); s i is the standard deviation of x i ; s 0 is set to be 0.01 here; k is the proportion of samples in class k. (3) We then classified the test sample into the class with the smaller distance. (4) Last, we repeated the process with a new test sample until we had iterated over all samples.
Based on the classification results of the eight gene signatures, we further divided the patients into subgroups based on both the true outcomes and the classification by the expression signatures. We then compared the distribution of other known clinical variables in group 1 (good survival and classified as ''good'') to group 3 (poor survival but classified as ''good''), and group 2 (poor survival but classified as ''good'') to group 4 (poor survival and classified as ''poor''). For continuous variables such as age, diameter and lymph node, the Wilcox rank test was used. For binary or category variables, such as tumor grade (1, 2, 3), vascular invasion (0, 1-3, Ͼ3), ER (ϩ, Ϫ), mastectomy or conserving therapy, and chemo/hormonal or other therapy, Fisher's exact test or 2 tests were used.
RESULTS
Cellular Response to Ionizing Radiation
To characterize the human transcriptional response to ␥ radiation comprehensively, we generated a microarray data set consisting of 12 different lymphoblast cell lines profiled 5 h after exposure to 5 Gy radiation; control samples were mock-irradiated. We identified 160 genes induced after irradiation (211 probe sets) and 59 genes repressed after irradiation (70 probe sets) at FDR Յ 0.05 (Supplementary Table S1a-b). This large study identified known radiationresponsive transcripts (e.g. GADD45A, XPC, PPM1D, FAS, etc.) as well as many genes not previously implicated in the radiation response (e.g. ZNF79, C11orf24, CSNK1G1, KCNN3, etc.). We next asked what biological functions are associated with the genes repressed or induced after irradiation by computing enrichment scores for gene ontology (GO)-based gene sets as described in the Materials and Methods. We found that while the radiation-repressed (RR) gene set is enriched in genes that function in mitosis, the radiation-induced (RI) genes function in a number of different cellular pathways, including apoptosis and cell cycle arrest (see Supplementary Table S2 ). These observations are consistent with known biology from which we expect a radiation response to include activation of cell cycle checkpoints (and likely decreased expression of mitosisrelated genes) as well as induction of repair factors, negative cell cycle regulators, and genes involved in apoptosis (e.g. caspases).
Survey of Human Cancer Data Sets Suggests that the Radiation Signature is Prognostic in Breast Cancer
Next, we explored the prognostic capabilities of radiation-responsive genes in human cancer data sets. We initially used the GSEA algorithm (41) to screen the sets of the top 160 RI genes and 59 RR genes for correlation with a series of clinical traits in a panel of cancer microarray data sets taken from the literature. These traits included clinical outcome in multiple cancer types (14, (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) (54) , estrogen receptor status in breast cancers (14, 55) , BRCA1 status in breast cancers (13) , and p53 status in multiple cancer cell lines (56) . The results of this screen are presented in Supplementary Table S3 . The breast cancer data sets yielded particularly interesting results, including correlation of a radiation-derived gene set with clinical outcomes as well as both estrogen receptor and BRCA1/2 mutant status.
Prognostic Capabilities of the Radiation Signature in Breast Cancer
After these observations from the initial screen, we further assessed the prognostic capabilities of the radiation signature in breast cancer using a more thorough analysis. We initially focused on a clinical outcome data set consisting of 244 breast cancer patients from the Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI) (14) . After we applied stringent filters to minimize false positives in the radiation signature (q value Յ 0.02, SNR Ն 1.2), we identified 50 RI genes and 68 RR genes. We cross-mapped these radiation-induced and radiation-repressed signatures to the NKI data set (15 RI genes ϩ 31 RR genes overlapped; see Supplementary Table S1c) and clustered tumor samples in the space of the genes repressed by radiation (the RR gene set) or the space of genes induced by radiation (the RI gene set). As shown in Fig.  1A , by applying hierarchical clustering, the RR gene set naturally separated the tumor samples into two distinct clusters based solely on the expression of RR genes. We next performed Kaplan-Meier survival analysis on the two clusters (Fig. 1B) , and we observed that primary tumors from the left cluster (Fig. 1A) were significantly more likely to progress to death than tumors from the right cluster (P ϭ 2.13 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 , log rank test). To determine the probability that this separation could be due to random chance, we repeatedly sampled a gene set of the same size (31 genes) from the original expression data set and again clustered the data and performed the log rank test. In three out of the 500 iterations, the log rank test P values were smaller than our calculated P value; hence the possibility of observing this association by chance was 0.006. We repeated the analysis using the RI signature, which also separated the tumor samples into good-and poor-outcome clusters ( Fig. 1C and D) . The log rank test for the difference in outcome between the clusters yielded a P value of 0.0006, which corresponds to an error rate of 0.034 based on random sampling (17 out of 500 iterations have the same or a smaller P value). We also tested for an association between tumor clusters and tumor grade and ER status, which are represented visually above the heat maps in Fig. 1A and C. Tumor grade was strongly correlated with the clustering results of both the RR and RI gene sets (P for RR ϭ 2.58 ϫ 10 Ϫ12 ; P for RI ϭ 0.00092). Estrogen receptor status was significantly correlated with the clustering result of the RR set (P ϭ 2.05 ϫ 10
Ϫ8
) but was not significantly correlated with the clustering result of the RI signature (P ϭ 0.074).
To extend and validate these results, we tested the prognostic power of the radiation-repressed and induced gene signatures in a second breast cancer microarray data set derived from tumors from an independent patient population; these data were recently published by Loi et al. (21) . As with the NKI data set, we cross-mapped the RI and RR genes to the data set of Loi et al. (41 RI ϩ 51 RR genes overlapped; see Supplementary Table S1d ) and performed clustering analysis in the space of either the RR or RI genes ( Fig. 2A and C) . As before, the RR signature yielded two distinct clusters ( Fig. 2A) , with the left cluster showing significantly higher mortality (Fig. 2B , P ϭ 0.009) as well as an association with grade 3 tumors (44/47 patients, P ϭ 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 ). As was observed in the NKI data set, the RI signature also separated the samples into two distinct clusters (Fig. 2C ) that showed significant differences in clinical outcome (Fig. 2D) . The log rank test for the difference in outcome between the clusters yielded a P value of 0.023, which corresponds to a random chance of 0.05 based on random sampling (27 out of 500 iterations have the same or a smaller P value). The clustering by RI genes was again correlated with tumor grade, with the left cluster enriched for poor-outcome tumors (Fig. 2C, P ϭ 0.0057) . Note that the sizes of the clusters differ between the two clinical data sets (Fig. 1A and C and Fig. 2A and C) ; this is most likely due to significant differences in the patient populations that make up the two data sets, such as the exclusive focus of the data set of Loi et al. on early-stage tumors. We conclude that the RR and RI signatures are prognostic for breast cancer, as demonstrated in two independent patient populations. 
Cox Proportional Hazard Model
To fully understand the prognostic significance of the clusters (Fig. 1) identified by deregulation of the radiation response pathway, we next performed univariate and multivariate analyses with the Cox proportional hazards regression model. Parameters for which we had clinical annotation in the two data sets were included in the analyses. For the NKI data set, we found that in univariate analysis (Table 1 , left panel) the RI signature, RR signature, wound response, and five clinical variables (age, lymph node status, tumor grade, vascular invasion, and ER status) are significant risk factors for poor clinical outcome (P Ͻ 0.05). Additionally, the combined RI and RR gene set yielded a significant hazard ratio, with a P value of 3 ϫ 10
Ϫ9
. Next we performed a multivariate analysis under two models with the RR and RI signatures either separately (Model 1) or combined (Model 2). In the first model, both the RR signature and the age of the patient yielded significant hazard ratios, but the RI signature did not. However, using the combined RR and RI signature yielded a significant P value Notes. The left two columns list hazard ratios and P values from a univariate Cox analysis of survival outcome calculated independently for each parameter. The subsequent columns show two variations on a multivariate Cox analysis, using RR and RI sets as independent variables with other clinical properties (Model 1), and using the combined radiation set with the same clinical variables (Model 2). Significant findings are highlighted in boldface. in the multivariate model (P ϭ 0.021) that was marginally lower than the RR signature alone (0.030) ( Table 1 , Model 2). Identical analyses were performed for the data set of Loi et al. (Table 2 ). Once again, both the RR and RI sets (separately or combined) are strong risk factors in the univariate analysis, with the combined (RR ϩ RI) signature performing marginally better than the individual signatures. In the multivariate analysis with other clinical parameters ( Table 2 , Model 1), ER status was the predominant risk factor in the model using RR and RI as separate sets (P ϭ 0.015). However, as with the NKI data set, when the RR and RI are combined into a single set ( Table 2 , Model 2), the radiation signature is highly significant (P ϭ 0.009). These results strongly suggest that the combined radiation gene signature offers significant potential in predicting outcome and that the RI gene set contributes additional information over the RR set alone.
Comparison of Outcome Signatures Suggests that the RI Signature Contains Novel Prognostic Information
We next compared the RR and RI signatures to previously published signatures in terms of gene overlap (Table  3 and Supplementary Table S4 ). Other signatures used in this comparison were the Amsterdam 70 gene (14) , the wound response (32), the 76-gene metastasis signature (57), the recurrence score (16), the Genomic Grade Index (GGI) (22) , and the PTEN signature (58) . We found that while there is significant overlap between the RR gene set and the other outcome signatures (especially with the GGI signature; see below), there is little overlap between the RI gene set and the other outcome signatures.
The GGI signature, with which the RR signature shares the most overlap (34 out of the 97 genes in the GGI signature), is known to represent a transcriptional correlate of proliferation (12, 21, 30) . The lesser overlap with some of the other signatures maybe due to design, because the authors of the Wound Response and PTEN signatures specifically excluded cell cycle-related genes from the final list. Indeed, matching the RR signature to the 193 genes removed from the Wound Response signature yielded an overlap of 28 genes. Hence our finding that the RR gene set encodes prognostic information is not surprising, given the multitude of studies that have converged on the now well-characterized prognostic proliferation module, as discussed below. In stark contrast, the RI genes show no overlap with the proliferation cluster identified in the GGI signature; rather, the RI genes function in a number of different pathways, including apoptosis signaling and cell cycle arrest. Our finding that the RI gene set shows no overlap with the GGI signature and is not comprised of genes involved in proliferation suggests that the RI gene set contains novel prognostic information.
Relationship between the RI Signature and p53-Responsive Genes
p53 is a major factor controlling the transcriptional response to ionizing radiation (59) . More than 20 studies have analyzed the prognostic or predictive value of TP53 mutation [reviewed in ref. (40) ] or TP53 gene expressionbased signatures in breast cancer (60) ; nearly all have shown that TP53 mutation is associated with poor prognosis (31). Hence we hypothesized that aberrant regulation of the RI genes (predictive of poor outcome) could be a Table S1d for the genes interrogated in this analysis.
result of altered p53 activity in the poor-outcome tumors.
To test this hypothesis, we determined whether genes that were the key drivers of the outcome clustering were known transcriptional targets of p53. Genes that are drivers for the clustering will exhibit large expression differences between the two clusters, so we ranked genes by their differential expression between the good-and poor-outcome clusters in the data set of Loi et al. and asked whether the top-ranked genes are known to be regulated by p53. We found that 13 of the top 27 RI genes are not known p53-regulated genes (Table 4) , suggesting either that these are novel p53 targets or that the RI genes are not entirely p53-regulated. Moreover, when we removed the non-p53 regulated genes from the RI signature and repeated the clustering, there was no significant discrimination between good-and poor-outcome tumors (data not shown), demonstrating that the genes not known to be p53-responsive are important for discriminating outcome. Furthermore, we found no overlap between our RI and RR gene sets and a p53-associated signature derived from breast tumors (60) . We conclude from these results that the predictive power of the RI signature is not entirely dependent on known p53-responsive genes.
Cell Type Specificity of the Radiation Response
Our radiation response signature was derived from lymphoblast cell lines. Because the radiation response may vary for different cell types from the same individual, we sought to determine whether a signature derived from irradiated breast epithelial cell lines would prove to be a stronger predictor. To do this, we analyzed a subset of samples from a recently published study looking at gene expression across a panel of tumor cell lines derived from a variety of tissues (48) . From this data set, we analyzed microarray data from the five breast cancer cell lines with or without treatment with 8 Gy radiation. Analysis of this data set yielded 66 induced and 10 repressed genes at an FDR Յ 0.02 (Supplementary Table S5 ). None of these genes overlapped with our lymphoblast-derived radiation gene sets. Unlike the radiation signature derived form the lymphoblast study, the gene set derived from the mammary epithelial tumor cell lines was not able to significantly distinguish good-from poor-outcome tumor samples (data not shown). (Of note, this breast tumor line data set represents a small number of tumor lines on a custom array platform of Ͻ7000 genes, so its power to derive a predictor may be poor, and its chances of overlapping with our whole genome array data are limited.) Because tumors harbor known defects in the DNA damage response, it is perhaps not surprising that a presumably abnormal radiation signature derived from tumor cell lines does not predict outcome in breast cancers. It is conceivable that a radiation signature derived from primary mammary epithelial cells could yield a stronger predictor than that derived from lymphoblasts, but no data set is currently available to test this hypothesis.
Agreement among Outcome Signatures
Next we compared the prognostic capability of the radiation response signature to previously published breast outcome signatures using the NKI data set (14) . This comparison was done using the leave-one-out cross-validation procedure, which consisted of calculating the mean expression of each signature with respect to the good-and pooroutcome groups and comparing the distances of the left-out sample with the centroid of each group (see the Materials and Methods). The results for each signature are reported in Table 5 . Despite differences in the sizes of the gene sets, the signatures showed similar error rates and sensitivity for classifying patients for outcome.
To examine whether a subset of tumors was commonly misclassified by all of the gene signatures, we plotted a heat map of classification status for each sample as determined by each of the eight prediction signatures (Fig. 3) . Each signature was used to predict the classification of patients into good-outcome (survival Ͼ10 years) and poor-outcome (survival Ͻ10 years) groups. There was good concordance 149 RADIATION SIGNATURE PREDICTS BREAST TUMOR OUTCOME a For the 41 RI genes overlapping with the breast tumor data set of Loi et al., we list the P value for differential expression between the good-and poor-outcome clusters, along with information on whether gene expression is known to be driven by p53. Genes with significant P values (indicated by boldface) showing differential expression between the two clusters are hypothesized to play a role in driving the clustering. among the signatures (Fig. 3) . Interestingly, there exists a subset of tumors that is misclassified by all or most of the gene signatures. For example, in the poor-outcome group, there is a subgroup of 10-20 patients that are commonly misclassified as ''good'' by most signatures. Conversely, in the good-outcome group, a similarly sized subset of samples has been misclassified as ''poor'' by most signatures. We next examined whether misclassification of tumors was associated with the other known clinical parameters for which annotation was available (age, diameter, lymph node metastasis, tumor grade, vascular invasion, ER status, mastectomy and chemotherapy; see Supplementary Tables S6  and S7 ). For poor-outcome patients that were misclassified as ''good outcome'' by the majority of expression signatures, high tumor grade (P ϭ 0.02) was enriched. In contrast, no clinical variables were significantly enriched in tumors associated with good outcome but misclassified as poor outcome. We conclude that the gene expression signatures perform similarly in tumor classification and that there are subsets of both poor-and good-outcome tumors that are commonly misclassified by all of the signatures.
DISCUSSION
Questions that arise from this study are why a transcriptional signature of the cellular radiation response shows prognostic capabilities in breast cancer, and how the radiation-derived predictor is different from other known predictors in breast cancer. There are interesting parallels between tumorigenesis and the radiation response (Fig. 4) . To promote tumorigenesis, two key cellular processes become altered: Proliferation is deregulated (by the activation of oncogenes), and apoptosis and cell cycle checkpoint functions are disabled (by the inactivation of tumor suppressor genes). These same key cellular processes are represented in the transcriptional response of cells to ionizing radiation, since the RR gene set is enriched in mitosis and proliferation functions, and the RI gene set is enriched in cell cycle arrest and apoptosis, among others (Supplementary Table  S2 ). The majority of outcome signatures for breast cancer essentially detect the same property: the high potential for proliferation in poor-outcome tumors (12) . Hence it is not surprising that the set of genes repressed by radiation in our study is able to predict breast cancer outcome, since this gene set is enriched in genes involved in mitosis/pro -FIG. 4 . Parallels between the molecular stages of tumorigenesis and the DNA damage response. Panel A: Evidence suggests that common forms of cancer may develop through a multistep process that may begin with a (dominant) mutation that results in oncogene activation and consequent aberrant proliferation. Aberrant proliferation results in replication stress, leading to DNA double-strand breaks (similar to ionizing radiation) and activation of the DNA damage response (34, 37, 38) . Ultimately, mutations inactivate the DNA damage response, unleashing clonal evolution and tumor progression, leading to poor survival. It is well established that a proliferation cluster of genes predicts outcome in breast cancer. Panel B: Exposure to ionizing radiation activates the DNA damage response pathway, resulting in both the induction of one set and repression of a second set of genes. Pathway analysis reveals that the repressed genes function in mitosis (and overlap with the proliferation cluster predicting breast cancer outcomes), whereas the induced genes function in a variety of biochemical pathways including checkpoint/cell cycle arrest and apoptosis and do not show significant overlap with the proliferation cluster.
liferation. We suggest that the reason most breast cancer outcome signatures to date focus on proliferation is that they were trained on gene expression array data sets from human tumors, in which the strongest transcriptional program driving this clustering is one associated with a singular biological property: proliferation. However, these results do not rule out the possibility that additional biological properties of breast cancers, whose transcriptional correlate is not as strong as that of the proliferation signature (and hence does not drive the hierarchical clustering of tumors), may also carry significant prognostic information.
Indeed, our finding that the set of genes induced by radiation (RI) is enriched in checkpoint/apoptosis functions and is distinct from the proliferation cluster indicates that the RI signature may contain novel predictive information, less related to high proliferation and likely representing additional tumor properties such as genomic instability. In addition to genes involved in apoptosis and cell cycle arrest, a number of functional pathways not previously implicated in the radiation response were among the top radiation-induced pathways. Foremost among these were the categories corresponding to glycosaminoglycan, aminoglycan and proteoglycan metabolism (Supplementary Table  S2 ). Perhaps relatedly, proteoglycans such as heparan sulfate have been shown to be linked to tumor progression (61) .
Also consistent with our observation that the RI gene set carries prognostic information, others have shown that human precancerous (and early-stage cancerous) lesions show constitutive activation of the DNA damage response (DDR) pathway, and this activation disappears as tumors progress (Fig. 4A) (34, 35) , suggesting that the DNA damage checkpoint acts as an antiproliferative barrier for tumorigenesis (38, 39) . Hence one can imagine that a lack of this checkpoint would be associated with tumor progression and poor clinical outcome.
Because p53 is one of the main transcriptional activators in the normal radiation response, and poor-outcome tumors are commonly p53-negative, it can be hypothesized that the RI signature's predictive power is at least partially derived from p53 status. As predicted, p53 regulated genes make up a significant component of the RI signature. However, as shown in Table 4 , many of the genes that drive the clustering into good-and poor-outcome groups are not known to be regulated by p53 but are required for accurate classification of the tumors. This suggests either that many of these genes are actually p53-dependent targets that have not yet been discovered as such or that the RI signature's pre-dictive capabilities are not entirely p53-dependent, representing a novel connection between the radiation response and tumor outcome.
Despite an overwhelming body of evidence indicating the potential clinical prognostic utility of the DDR pathway in human breast cancer, the lack of a clinically tractable robust assay to assess the activity of this pathway has prevented its translation into the clinical care of breast cancer patients (62) . Because the DDR pathway contains p53-dependent and p53-independent responses, p53 status alone does not completely assess the activity or functionality of the signal transduction cascade (63) . Hence it is likely that the (thus far) nearly exclusive focus of clinical testing on p53 has failed to fully use this complex cellular pathway as a clinical marker. The RI signature, which encompasses multiple facets of the DDR pathway, serves as an initial foray into a more robust DDR signature for prognostication, and further characterization of a number of the key drivers for this clustering may facilitate development of a multianalyte panel allowing more accurate prognostication for breast cancer patients.
Of note, our radiation-responsive transcriptional study was performed in lymphoblast cell lines, yet the signature serves as an excellent predictor of survival outcome in mammary epithelial tumors. This is not the first predictive signature to be derived from an entirely different cell type. The wound response signature (32) is another efficient predictor of survival outcome in breast cancer, but it was in fact derived from serum-stimulated fibroblast cells. The transcriptional radiation response of lymphoid cells has been shown previously to be applicable to other tissues as well, in particular for predicting radiotoxicity of normal tissues in prostate cancer patients treated with radiation therapy (64) . It is unknown how the radiation response differs among different normal cell types.
Like the wound response signature, the radiation signature offers additional support for the development of gene expression signatures based on known pathways whose mutations contribute to tumorigenesis. Because tumor progression may proceed through a series of mutations affecting multiple pathways, one can imagine the utility of a panel of gene expression signatures for tumor diagnosis, each based on the functionality of a specific anti-tumor barrier. Such a tactic has root in the idea of the ''Vogelgram'', in which tumorigenesis can be understood as a multistep genetic progression (65) . An ordered panel of pathway-specific changes in gene expression may offer a complete picture of the genomic landscape for specific tumors and could determine where each tumor sits in such a progression model. Such data would be important for both prognosis and deciding on a plan of treatment (66) .
In a 2006 analysis, Fan et al. showed that despite minimal overlap among cancer outcome signatures, each yielded similar prognostic capabilities (30) . The fact that all expression signatures identify a number of poor-outcome tumors that are not accurately classified by known clinical parameters is particularly encouraging. However, it is equally interesting that there appears to be a subset of tumors that are commonly misclassified by all of the expression signatures (Fig. 4) . This observation suggests that targeted studies will be required to further refine molecular signatures to encapsulate these tumors that aren't easily classifiable by any available means. 
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